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Now there's a smile as timeless as the

picture itself! For the past ten years, Franco,

"Frankie" Coe's smile has been part of Bay

Cliff's Children's Summer Therapy Camp.

Now that he's graduated, both Frankie and

Bay Cliff have grown immensely.

 

Residing downstate in Saginaw, the first trek

up to Big Bay was an emotional one for

Frankie. After all, he was traveling nearly six

hours to spend seven weeks away from

home. There were some tears, probably a

couple moments of doubt, but in his heart,

Frankie and his mother, Julie, knew a

summer of therapy at Bay Cliff was the right

choice to make.

 

Along with his therapists, Frankie and Julie

had some lofty ambitions for the summer.

"My first goal was to learn how to walk better

and learn how to feed myself. I wanted to

walk on crutches," Frankie said, "and I walked

out to my mom in a regular walker the last

day of summer."

Below: Frankie Coe in his

first summer at Bay Cliff.

Insert: Several of Frankie's

therapists remark on their

time together.
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That determination would become a hallmark of Frankie's stay. He ended

up loving camp, more excited with each new year, and soon it turned 

into a tradition to be the first camper to pass through the gates  and

enter Bay Cliff at the beginning of every summer. For many years, 

as they made their final preparations, staff were 

told "the families are starting to line up, 

Frankie's already at the gate!"



In 2010, Bay Cliff dedicated its newly 

constructed Gate House, a beautiful structure 

at the entrance of camp that Frankie and

thousands of other Bay Cliff campers would 

pass through en route to a summer filled with

Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy, 

Speech Therapy, and yes, even Music Therapy!

 

                        Bay Cliff's unofficial motto is 

                        "Everything is Therapy." With 

this spirit, every activity, like Outdoor Rec,

becomes an opportunity to work on a goal -

both metaphorical and literal!

A Camper's Journey

Like many campers, Frankie enjoyed 

showing visitors the skills and talents he developed

during camp. Here he can be seen using an

Augmentative & Alternative Communication (AAC)

device during Bay Cliff's 2011 Open House.

In 2013, Bay Cliff launched its Campership Appeal

Drive to help support the annual fundraiser which

provides scholarships  to attend camp. At the time,

the average cost per child was  $5,800.

More than 1,000 S'Mores were consumed on 

Bay Cliff campouts in 2014! For many children,

these weekend activities are the only chance 

to sleep out in a tent, roast a marshmallow, 

and tell fireside stories.
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Frankie and his friends enjoyed the benefits

of Bay Cliff's Teen Program, including a field

trip to Marquette and even their own Teen

Prom!

Growing with the World

And speaking of Prom - Bay Cliff goes all

out! Personally altered dresses, tailored

tuxedos, even a Prom King and Queen!

That's the purpose of camp - besides

providing therapy, Bay Cliff is a place

where children can just fit in, where

they can be themselves and experience

all the rites of passage of childhood.

Fishing in '15! Frankie and his fellow

campers enjoyed Snow Days, a fun

weekend of winter-time activities that

saw Bay Cliff campers hitching a ride 

in a dog sled, drinking hot cocoa in the

Big House, and even catching fish on

Lake Independence!

In 2017, when Bay Cliff opened its new 

Rec Center, the average cost to attend

camp was $6,370.

Physical Therapy is a large part of many

children's activity at camp. "I think Bay Cliff

has been outstanding on helping me with

my goals" Frankie said.
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A TEAM OF EXPERTS

THE SKILLS TO MASTER
PERSONAL CARE

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

 

                                                             "Frankie is one of the most determined and hardworking 

                                                             campers I have ever met. Every year he would come to 

                                                             camp with a list of goals to make himself more independent,

                                                             and every year he would work as hard as he possibly could to

                                                             achieve those goals. During therapy, and all around camp, 

                                                             Frankie always had a smile on his face and would charm 

                                                             everyone with his jokes and personality. He is a great friend, 

                                                             role model, and inspiration to those around him!"

             orking with Frankie Coe has been one of the greatest gifts of my career. He’s creative,

smart, thoughtful, funny, and incredibly charming. It was always a goal to make sure that all

of those wonderful traits could be expressed through multiple means of communication, so

that everyone had the 

pleasure of getting to know 

him. He is a role model to 

younger campers and I can’t 

wait to see where he goes as 

a young adult."

           

rankie is one of the most self-

          determined people I know. I could

never wait to hear what his therapy goals

were each summer because he always

came with meaningful, functional ideas.

Even from a young age, Frankie brought

hard work, laughter, reflection, and

creativity to his journey towards his

therapy goals. This meant Frankie and his

therapists were able to challenge each

other in constructive ways and have fun

doing it!"
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- Annie Woodruff Jameson 
 PT, DPT

FINDING ONE'S MANY VOICES

- Kim Kearney 
M.S.CCC-SLP
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Physical Therapy, Occupational

Therapy, and Speech Therapy are

staples for many of Bay Cliff's campers.

Each new year brings new challenges,

and each summer ends with new

successes. Walking was of particular

interest to Frankie. "Last summer I did

the beach trail two times," he said,

referring to walking the 1,250 feet

uphill from Lake Superior to Camp. 

"I did them a week apart from each

other, and I beat my time by fifteen

minutes exactly." 

 

 Like many campers, Frankie was able

to accomplish his goals through hard

work, and the dedication of a devoted

staff. Bay Cliff employs a licensed,

professional staff of physical

therapists, occupational therapists,

and speech-language pathologists,

along with a community of

camp counselors equally committed to

seeing their campers succeed. 

- Kari Kress, MS, OTR/L



If you've never given before, please consider giving. If you give regularly, please

consider a small increase to help us keep up with the rising cost of putting

together a truly one-of-a-kind, transformative program.

 

There are many ways to give. Our Development

Fund helps us meet present needs with an 

unrestricted pool of resources, while an 

Endowment provides long-term support, with an 

initial amount that is never spent, but instead 

invested and allowed to grow. 

 

You may also want to consider a legacy gift. This is a gift

usually made in honor of someone, such as a memorial, 

and can be used to support Camperships, Programs, and 

Facility Improvements. In any case, know that as responsible 

stewards of the gifts we receive, over 86% of all our support 
goes directly into programs* that help people like Frankie 

make the most out of life!

Remembering Bay Cliff in Your Will
is one of the most meaningful legacies you can provide for your family and
to Bay Cliff. Your gift to Bay Cliff may be expressed in these words:
 
I give and bequeath the sum of $_____________ (or ____% of my estate)
to Bay Cliff Health Camp for its most important priorities.

A MILLION
STORIES
A TREASURE TROVE OF MEMORIES

If a picture is worth a thousand words, then Bay
Cliff is a language of its own! Frankie is an amazing

young man, an individual of class, humor, and

charm who will always make us proud. He's also

one of the more than 12,000 children who have

come through the gates at Bay Cliff to receive a

summer of therapy and life-changing care. Think

about that. That's 12,000 stories. Countless

memories.
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Makela, Toutant, Hill, Nardi & Katona, P.C.

The miracles and moments at Bay Cliff only happen

because of the generosity of people like you. Make no

mistake, we're the best at what we do, and we can't

do it alone!


